ST6310 OMNII™ STYLUS HOLDER INSTALLATION

The ST6310 Stylus Holder Assembly is a protective rubber sleeve to house your Omnii stylus. Attachment is quick and simple.

Attaching the Stylus Holder

The ST6310 Stylus Holder Assembly is attached to the back cover of your Omnii using the two threaded inserts in the upper left part of the Omnii casing. Two M3x6 Phillips head screws are provided with this accessory.

- Position the holes in the stylus holder so that they are aligned with the threaded inserts on the back of the hand-held. Figure 1, Attaching the Stylus Holder, provides an illustration.
- Using a Phillips screwdriver, tighten the screws to firmly secure the holder in place.

Figure 1 Attaching the Stylus Holder